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Support IFC 

Operations

Leveraging Artificial Intelligence for Development

IFC Historical Data IFC Specialists

Create ESG-domain specific 

AI Models

Create Analytical 

Capacity for

EM Investors

Goal: Develop innovative ESG solutions leveraging disruptive technologies to drive sustainable investment in emerging markets



MALENA: Natural Language Processing to unlock text

MALENA will predict a negative sentiment for risk terms that 

occur in an ESG risk or performance gap context

There are no “negative” words. MALENA makes predictions 

based on context, for example: “no fatalities” = positive sentiment 

MALENA is an AI assistant to rapidly identify over 1,200 ESG risk 

terms and predict sentiments based on context



Trustworthy artificial intelligence to make investments

Type equation here.Type equation here.



AI Overview

Artificial 

Intelligence

Machine

Learning

Natural

Language 

Processing

Deep Learning

What is Deep Learning?

Deep learning is comprised of artificial 
neural networks (ANNs). “Deep” in deep 
learning refers to a neural network 
comprised of more than three layers.



How to Train a Model

Supervised vs Unsupervised

Supervised learning leverages labeled training 
data to “learn” the relationships between input 
data and the desired output. MALENA is a 
supervised machine learning algorithm, trained 
on over 125,000 labeled data points.

Unsupervised learning involves a machine 
transforming data into useful information 
without the need to train the model on labeled 
data. Common methods include clustering and 
association. For MALENA we used an 
unsupervised algorithm called Word2Vec to 
expand our ESG taxonomy 

How to train a … (supervised) model

High quality training data in large quantities is a 
key success factor for supervised machine 
learning models

1. Label

2. Repeat, repeat, repeat

3. Train model

4. Test

5. Repeat as needed



ESIA Analysis

Analysis of an ESIA for a cement project in the Democratic Republic of Congo



Case Study: ESIAs as ESG Performance Predictor*

NLP to predict ESG performance of projects based on early-stage due diligence

Sample:

530 IFC projects 1,316
ESIAs & related 

Documents

1.4M
ESG Signals

Neutral 1.1M

Positive 210K

Negative 112K

Results:

Correlation between 
ESIA Sentiment Score 

and project E&S 
performance

ESIA 
documents 

the best 
predictor in 

sample

Predictions most 
accurate for riskier 

projects

!

* These research findings are from the chapter “Artificial intelligence solutions for environmental and social impact
assessments” in Handbook of Environmental Impact Assessment edited by Alberto Fonseca, 2022, Edward Elgar Publishing. 



Use Case: Corporate Annual Report

*

*

*Not MALENA output. For illustration purposes only.



Topic: Climate & Weather



Climate & Weather topics in Annual Reports

*Prototype under development



High ESG Risk Terms



- Word / PDF add-in

- Highlights ESG sentiments in 

the  original document

- Document can be saved with 

the sentiment highlights

- Sentiment analytics in 

document pane

Add-in

MALENA Product Pipeline

- Allow users to create ESG 

sentiment analysis profiles for 

companies using MALENA

- Users can upload custom set 

of documents 

- Access via web-portal

- API access to ESG sentiment 

analysis model

- Can analyze large amounts 

of documents

- Output can be customized 

and plugged into in-house 

applications

UploadAPI



Beta testing

IFC is engaging with a diverse group of institutions to beta test MALENA:

Top 5 global Asset Manager

Iterative design thinking sessions to define asset 
manager use case

Joint research on MALENA application to address the 
ESG information gap in emerging markets

Beta testing by ESG analysts underway

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency

IFC’s sister organization integrating MALENA into 
internal ESG analysis

Delivered via API access to seamlessly integrate
MALENA into MIGA’s ESG applications

Visualizations and output tailored to MIGA’s needs

European Export Credit Agency

Design thinking sessions in process workshop to define 
use case

Focus on ESG due diligence and portfolio monitoring

Regional Development Bank

Joint research and publication in pipeline using publicly 
available data user portfolio information 

Proof of concept to expand language capabilities

IFC

Version 1.0 released June 
2022. In testing internally 
with IFC specialists for ESG 

due diligence, portfolio 
monitoring, and insights.

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/publications/publications_report_aisolutions
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Data Science Lead
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Atiyah Curmally
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Thank you!
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